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JINX MCDONALD INTERIOR DESIGNS

President and Interior Designer Minka McDonald and Design Associate Lucy Warren of 
Jinx McDonald Interior Designs create the perfect space for a bachelor in a Turnbury 
of Willoughby Acres remodel. n
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BEFORE

Kitchen: The custom white nickel gap hood ties in with the nickel gap ceiling 
treatment and focal wall in the living room. White floating shelves create easy 
access to daily drinkware and dinnerware while showing off the gorgeous blue 
tile herringbone backsplash.

Living Room: The living room was enlarged and defined by a white painted 
box beam and nickel gap ceiling treatment. A focal wall was created with white 
base cabinets and taupe floating shelves flanking a central section clad in white 
nickel gap where the television is mounted. The living room is a handsome 
and comfortable space where the owner can dine at the custom sofa console 
without worrying about dirtying his new sofas. The cozy leather recliners are 
perfect for watching sporting events and movies.
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Master Bedroom: This room was dressed up with white nickel gap on 
the ceiling and a sliding glass barn door to the master bathroom. The 
handsome bed adds an organic feel to the fresh new space.

Master Bathroom: The crisp and fresh master bathroom has white nickel 
gap on the vanity wall and tray ceiling. Custom white cabinets sit atop 
white and gray hexagon floor tiles that run into the shower where they 
meet gray wall tiles and a clear, frameless glass enclosure. The vanity’s 
countertop is made of Ocean Jasper Silestone, which accents the crisp 
white custom cabinetry.
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